
Radma Research after a successful pilot project, was

entrusted with recruiting 115+ primary and secondary

school teachers in 28 European countries in just 4

weeks’ time to participate in an online community

discussion lasting 8 days. This discussion was to

facilitate creation of new learning materials for

students and teachers and hence, was an extremely

crucial endeavour. With non-conventional project

management approach combined with out of the box

solutioning by team members, Radma Research was

able to cut through the hard targets much to the client

delight. The teachers were excited to be participating

in such a community as they shared their teaching

experiences of using the existing classroom materials

as well as their ideas and opinions around the

developments needed for creation of new learning

materials.
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This is most kind of you, and
your Company, Bhupesh. You

took care of every single detail,
did a personalized follow-up,

and fully meet-up to your
commitments. I truly

appreciate it, and thank you
for that. It was a positive

experience joining this study,
and will recommend your

services in the future.
 

Congratulations

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK



Radma Research Reaches 1000 Facebook Followers in One Month, Trending
with 10k+ Views on Engaging Content and 33 Positive Reviews Worldwide!

We are thrilled to share with you the exciting news
that Radma Research is gaining a huge following on
Facebook! In just one month, we have reached a
major milestone of 1000 followers, and we couldn't
have done it without the support of our amazing
community. Our engaging content has been receiving
incredible traction, with some of our most popular
posts reaching over 10000 views! We are delighted to
see that our research and insights are resonating with
so many people across the globe.

Finally, we are proud to announce that our
community panel of esteemed members has
grown from hundreds to thousands. Our
panel is made up of diverse individuals with
unique perspectives, experiences, and
backgrounds, who come together to share
their thoughts and insights on a range of
topics. We are honored to have such a
passionate and engaged community, and we
look forward to continuing our journey with
them.

Thank you to everyone who has
supported us so far - we couldn't have
done it without you! We are excited to
see where this journey takes us and hope
you'll continue to join us along the way.

And that's not all - we are also trending
in our review section, with over 33
reviews from happy respondents who
have had a positive experience working
with us. We are so grateful for their kind
words and feedback, which motivates us
to continue delivering high-quality
research services that make a difference.

CREATING A
COMMUNITY PANEL -
RADMA SOCIAL

Abhay Sharma has an explorative,
sincere, and hardworking attitude
toward work. He's always ensuring
his performance improvement, is
open to learning, and is proactive in
discussions. He is a good team
member and willing to add
additional value to a project. He’s not
stagnated on a single approach and
explores different techniques for
achieving the end objectives.

PERFORMER OF 
THE MONTH



Radma Research
Your Qualitative Research Partner

ONLINE FGD'S, ONLINE BULLETIN BOARDS,
COMMUNITY BUILDING, VIDEO SURVEYS, ONLINE

DIARIES, ETHNOS, MODERATION, WEB IDIs 

21 Languages

60+ Countries

150 researchers

For me personally Holi is
smashing colors on my friends till
they are unrecognizable, and this
elevates everyone's mood as well.
Dance and partying like there's no

tomorrow, and then go to work
with pinkish faces to show others

we played the best Holi ever. 
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I have a bittersweet Holi story
from 2019 - my sister came

back after 3 years for her
engagement, but it was the

last Holi I celebrated with my
siblings as my twin brother

left for Canada.
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Holi always reminds me of my
grandmother's stories from childhood
till I got married, but now I celebrate it
with my family and friends with lots of

colours, Thandai, Golgappas and
Gujiyas. We also never miss the biggest
procession of colours in the air called

Rangpanchmi in Indore, where we
have endless fun with friends.
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